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Overview
for
teachers

Context
About the author
Although ultimately wealthy and famous, his memories of childhood poverty and feelings
of abandonment never left Dickens and were to inform his writing throughout his life. Born in
Portsmouth in 1812, his father, John Dickens, was a clerk at the Navy Pay Office. The family were
not rich, but not badly-off either; Dickens was sent to school. However, the Dickens’ family fortunes
changed dramatically when his father was sent to prison for bad debt in 1824. At the age of twelve,
Dickens was removed from school, sent to live with a relative and made to work in a factory as a
boot-blacker in order to help support the family. He worked ten-hour days in a job that was tedious
and strenuous, but thankfully short-lived. John Dickens was bequeathed a healthy sum of money
when his grandmother died, allowing him to pay his debts and free him from prison. The souldestroying work ended, but it was an experience Charles Dickens would never forget.
After more schooling, Dickens became a journalist before turning his talents to writing and becoming
one of the greatest literary figures ever. 1836 was a big year for Dickens; he got married to Catherine
Hogarth and published his first serialised novel, The Pickwick Papers. He enjoyed success and
celebration from the outset and followed this up with Oliver Twist, the first Victorian novel to cast
a child as the main character. A prolific writer and social commentator, he frequently travelled and
lectured, particularly in the United States and Italy.
Although his success lasted, his marriage did not and in 1858, after falling in love with a young
actress, Ellen Ternan, he and his wife separated though never divorced. He remained with Ellen until
his death in 1870.
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What’s the story about?
It is a chilly Christmas Eve and in a London counting house sits Ebenezer Scrooge, an utterly cold,
monstrous figure: a selfish miser without feeling and without friends. He repels calls for charity,
viewing poverty as a way of decreasing the surplus population - a Malthusian view. He repels his
nephew’s repeated requests of Christmas dinner and cheer since he believes only expenditure, and not
profit, is to be gained from Christmas. Finally he repels a poor young carol singer with an ill-tempered
‘Bah! Humbug!’.
As the working day ends, Bob Cratchit, his poor suffering clerk, and Scrooge lock up and leave. It
is a dark eerie night, more so than usual, and as Scrooge approaches his house he fancies he sees the
face of Jacob Marley, his long-deceased business partner, in the door knocker. Scrooge dismisses the
idea, but is rattled nonetheless. Later, with thunderous sound, Marley’s ghost appears before Scrooge
warning him that if he doesn’t change his ways he will be an eternally condemned man. Marley also
informs him that he will be visited by three more ghosts: Christmas Past, Present and Yet to Come.
The gentle Ghost of Christmas Past visits first and takes Scrooge back into his past, showing him
images of his younger days. First he is a sensitive, lonely boy, rejected by his father but beloved by his
younger sister - the mother of Scrooge’s nephew. Then he is an attractive young man, full of life and
vigour enjoying a wonderful Christmas party. Finally, still a young man, his engagement is broken off
by his fiancée since she recognises that he has changed and now loves money more than her. Unable
to bear the memories of the past any longer, an anguished and tearful Scrooge extinguishes the ghost’s
light and he is gone.
The second ghost, Christmas Present, is jovial, flamboyant and gargantuan in size and generosity.
He takes Scrooge on a whirlwind tour of different households and scenes, all with different levels of
needs, but all embracing the spiritual essence that is Christmas. One of the households visited is Bob
Cratchit’s and Scrooge observes how impoverished they are, so much so that they cannot afford to
properly care for their seriously ill son, Tiny Tim.
Beginning to see the error of his ways, Scrooge is visited by the final spirit, that of the Ghost of
Christmas Yet to Come. This ghost is frightful, though not without pity, and shows Scrooge a future
projection of his death where no one mourns, but instead delight in the news. But they are shadows
of what might be and when Scrooge ‘awakes’ on Christmas morning, he is a transformed character:
generous, compassionate and joyful with a mischievous sense of humour, delighting in all around him.

Themes to look out for
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Charity
Redemption
Greed
Compassion
Poverty
Social Inequality
The Meaning of Christmas
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Literary techniques

Presentation of character is
achieved through
• What the character says
• What the character does
• What other characters say about them
• How other characters react to them
• How they are described in the narrative

Characters
Ebenezer Scrooge
‘Bah! Humbug!’ are Scrooge’s bitter and dismissive words that define him at the beginning of
the novel. An isolated, seemingly emotionless man, he is concerned only with business and the
accumulation of money; anything else is a waste of time. Living in the darkness, he is a spiritually
dead man, making it appropriate that ghostly spirits are the only ‘people’ able to communicate
with him. We quickly see that he is human after all. When shown himself as a young, isolated
boy retreating into his own world in order to survive rejection and pain, he cannot help but be
overwhelmed with pity and heartache for the child he was. Seeing himself as a young joyful
apprentice, enjoying Christmas, he cannot help but acknowledge how good that time was and, as
an onlooker, what good a time he is having watching and remembering. Finally shown himself
being rejected by Belle, his fiancée, he cannot help but be deeply pained. All the memories have
somehow tormented him and eaten away at his every sinew over the years. As the novel progresses,
Scrooge’s eyes are opened and he is honestly moved by all that is shown him, wistfully wishing he
could have done things differently. At the end of the novel his spiritual redemption is complete, he
forgives (himself and others) and uses his money to help those around him. He becomes a jovial,
wise and contented man capable of great emotion: ‘His own heart laughed; and that was enough
for him’.

Fred, Scrooge’s nephew
With a cheerful voice, Fred is the face of warmth and humanity in the opening of the novel and is
a welcome antidote to Scrooge’s cold bitterness. Generous and life-affirming, he upholds Dickens’
view of life and Christmas and is a device to challenge Scrooge’s attitudes, for example asking him,
‘What right have you to be dismal?’. Steadfastly refusing to share his uncle’s viewpoint he pities
him, rightly believing that Scrooge’s actions carry their own punishment.
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The Ghost of Christmas Past
Gentle and light-bearing, Christmas Past symbolises the importance of memory and pierces the
darkness of Scrooge’s present existence, making him face up to his past. If he does not reflect,
accept and learn the lessons of his life without bitterness or rancour, past events will continue to
have crippling psychological implications on his present behaviour, and outcomes for the future.

The Ghost of Christmas Present
Depicted as a Father Nature, this ghost is a jovial, flamboyant giant symbolising generosity of spirit
and an abundance of food stuff - a satirical dig at Thomas Malthus’ ideas as set out in his book
‘An Essay on the Principle of Population’ where he states that the ever-increasing population will
outstrip food resources and, if a man’s labour is not wanted, then he ‘...has no right to the smallest
portion of food...’. This idea is further emphasised when the Spirit presents the twisted, inhuman
figures of ‘Need’ and ‘Want’ to Scrooge at the end of the chapter, shocking and shaming Scrooge
and his earlier cold attitude towards the poor.

The Ghost of Christmas Yet to Come
A dark, chilling, silent spectre, obscure in shape - as is the future - showing Scrooge the harrowing
vision of how things might be if he continues on the same ignorant, self-denying path in life.
Though the most physically intimidating ghost, it shows pity for Scrooge, and a life thus far wasted,
and offers hope when it refuses to confirm any of Scrooge’s bleak questions. The future is up to
Scrooge.

Bob Cratchit
A meek and gentle man with a large, loving and grateful family he barely manages to support.
When in Scrooge’s company, at the beginning of the novel, the reader never gets to hear his voice,
highlighting his subservience - a job is a job - and his lack of importance to Scrooge. It is only later,
in his home celebrating Christmas, that his voice is heard and he is revealed to be a thoughtful, kind
and encouraging man, not wanting to wish ill on anyone, including Scrooge!

Tiny Tim
Bob Cratchit’s youngest son, though seriously ill, is a good-humoured, selfless and life-embracing
innocent. Never complaining, he is a saint-like figure and provides a sentimental picture of the
poor that appealed to the middle classes, upon whose charity the most impoverished depended
for survival. The fact that he ‘did NOT die’ is thanks to Scrooge’s change of heart, highlighting
how one person’s beneficence can make a significant impact on the lives of others. Tiny Tim has
the last word in the novel, ‘God bless Us, Every One!’; an all-encompassing exultation to hope,
thankfulness and forgiveness.
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Setting

The setting can
• Be a backdrop to the action
• Reflect characters’ experiences
• Symbolise ideas the author wishes to convey
• Have its own culture and values
• Cause conflict and distress

1840’s London at Christmas time
A chilly, insidious fog swirls through London, devouring any
light and intensifying the discomfort felt by all, especially those
who are poor and living on the streets. It is a pitiless, ‘misanthropic’
environment showing the harsh conditions people had to endure, but also symbolising Scrooge’s
blind hard-heartedness towards his fellow creatures. Only the altruistic spirit of Christmas manages
to penetrate the icy conditions providing some semblance of warmth, whilst the Nativity – a time
of spiritual reflection, forgiveness and renewal - provides a suitable backdrop to Scrooge’s own
awakening.

Narrative techniques

A breezy, humorous and sometimes scathing, all-seeing narrator charms the reader, drawing us into
Scrooge’s story. The narrative style is colloquial using language devices such as similes: ‘Marley
was as dead as door-nail’; the first person: ‘Mind! I don’t mean to say that I know, of my own
knowledge, what there is particularly dead about a door nail’; idioms: ‘Oh! but he was a tight-fisted
hand at the grindstone, Scrooge!’ and exclamations: ‘...a squeezing, wrenching, grasping, scraping,
clutching, covetous old sinner!’ to create an informal and more intimate relationship between narrator
and reader. The narrative voice helps persuade the reader to share Dickens’ compassion.
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Structure
Structure is the order or pattern in which a novel
is put together and should
• Maintain the interest of the reader
• Move the action from one episode to the next
• Arouse a reader’s interest in character or situation
• Create a moment of crisis
• Create expectation or surprise
A Christmas Carol is a novel of five ‘staves’ instead of chapters (suggesting that the message of the
novel should be joyfully sung out loud, door-to-door), where a protagonist, Scrooge, dominates as
Dickens examines a life and spirit turned sour and its subsequent journey of recovery.
Stave 1 is a prologue, setting the scene and providing a yardstick in which to compare Scrooge’s
change in attitude in each ensuing chapter. His heart is icy cold; he lives austerely, treats people with
disdain and has callous ideas and beliefs. At this point, the readers are repulsed by his moral failings,
but things soon begin to change.
Stave 2 delves into his past and we are provided with some insight into the current tragedy that is
Scrooge. He is a sensitive, imaginative boy beloved by his younger sister, Fan, but lonely; sent away
by his father to a cold and severe boarding school. Moved by this memory, he weeps for the boy he
once was and begins to make connections between his past and present, ruefully wishing he could
have given the carol singer something. This significant step and the obvious pain he feels upon
reflecting on his past is incredibly moving and the reader cannot help but begin to pity him.
Staves 1 and 4 explore Scrooge’s present and future, building upon ideas set out in Stave 2. In Stave
3 he is shamed into humanity while in Stave 4, the climax of the story, after witnessing his own grim
death as a cause for celebration and profit rather than grief, he repents, vowing to change.
Finally, Stave 5, the epilogue, presents a very different Scrooge to the one seen at the beginning of
the novel. Released from bitterness and pain, this Scrooge is a very healthy individual: munificent,
mischievous and glad.
There is a marked contrast between the Scrooge of Stave 1 and 5 and it is not the only contrast set up
in the novel. Other contrasts include: the merciless cold weather against the warmth of Christmas;
the blinding darkness against the illuminating light; Fred’s cheerfulness against Scrooge’s growling
dourness; Scrooge’s sleep with his awakening by the ghosts. All of these contrasts combine to show
not only the dramatic contrast in the ‘before and after’ Scrooge, but continually remind the reader that
at all times there is another, better way to exist.
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Language
A Christmas Carol is rich in its variety of language and demonstrates how significant language choice
can be when presenting character and place. Here are some areas to look out for:
• Dickens uses the semantic field of ‘cold’ to present Scrooge’s emotional frigidity at the beginning of
the novel. The wintery words of ‘cold’, ‘froze’, ‘nipped’, ‘blue’, ‘low-temperature’, ‘iced’ and
‘thaw’ suggest Scrooge’s lack of compassion is as pernicious as winter.
• Descriptions of cold are a recurring motif in the novel since Dickens also wanted to emphasise
the harsh conditions endured by those who were not lucky enough to have the means to escape its
ravages.
• To enable the reader to share the action at the same time as the character, Dickens sometimes uses
continuous tense, for example, in Stave One, the reader hears Marley’s chains at the same time as
Scrooge ‘...coming up the stairs; then coming straight towards his door...’ increasing the tension for
the reader as well as sharing Scrooge’s fear of the ‘clanking noise’.
• One of Dickens’ most famous stylistic techniques is the use of repetition to thoroughly drive home
a point. On the opening page of the novel, in reference to Marley, he repeats the word ‘sole’ six
times in one paragraph to show how friendless he was. A little later, he repeats the word ‘melancholy’
twice when describing Scrooge’s routine habits: ‘Scrooge took his melancholy dinner in his usual
melancholy tavern...’ highlighting how dismal they are to everyone else but Scrooge. Later still,
after Scrooge has heard Marley’s clanking chains the word ‘nobody’ is repeated to show Scrooge’s
unease and nervousness as he checks every nook and cranny as you do when you are frightened:
‘Nobody under the table, nobody under the sofa...nobody under the bed; nobody in the closet;
nobody in his dressing gown...’ Dickens is also light-heartedly poking fun at Scrooge here.
• Idioms and similes are used throughout the novel to help create a colloquial, chatty style
- as discussed in Narrative Techniques on page 6.
Dickens uses semi-colons and colons in his descriptions to highlight relentlessness of spirit or weather
or, as seen in Fezziwig’s party, to create a sense of non-stop activity and excitement, ‘Away they all
went, twenty couples at once, hands half round and back again the other way; down the middle and
up again; round and round in various stages of affectionate grouping; old top couple always turning
up in the wrong place; new top couple starting off again, as soon as they got there; all top couples at
last, and not a bottom one to help them’.
Exclamatory sentences are used frequently in Scrooge’s dialogue, showing derision and impatience
with those around him in the early stages of the novel and sincere pain, shock and repentance later
on in the novel.
At the beginning of the novel Dickens capitalises abstract nouns when discussing Christmas, ‘...it
is a time, of all others, when Want is keenly felt and Abundance rejoices’. This increases the power
of these two nouns, making them appear more vivid and therefore more capable of harm or good.
The writer takes this idea further later in the novel when Ignorance and Want are presented as two
dehumanised children, making the abstract ideas even more shocking.
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Special feature
Caricature
Caricature, in literature, is when an
author uses exaggeration or distortion
to describe a character and their
personality traits. It can be used to
ridicule, compliment or for comic effect.

In writing A Christmas Carol, Dickens had specific serious points about Victorian society and attitudes
that he wanted to highlight and expose. He condemns greed and selfishness as well as showing the
plight of the poor. One way of bringing his satirical ‘sledgehammer’ down on the immorality of
society is to exaggerate a few attributes of some of the characters.
To begin with, Scrooge is the embodiment of all that repulsed Dickens; a cold, hard-hearted miser
without any discernible kind human qualities.
‘He carried his own low temperature always about with him…and didn’t thaw it one degree at
Christmas.’ (Stave 1)
He willfully and stubbornly dismisses the poor before becoming one of the most popular and
benevolent men in Victorian London.
‘The chuckle with which he said this, and the chuckle with which he paid for the Turkey, and the
chuckle with which he paid for the cab, and the chuckle with which he recompensed the boy, were
only to be exceeded by the chuckle with which he sat down breathless in his chair again, and chuckled
till he cried.’ (Stave 5)
The ‘two’ Scrooges are polar opposites and exaggerated extremes (although Dicken’s depiction of
Scrooge’s journey of self-discovery is far from caricature; it is subtle and poignant).
Other caricatures in the novel include Cratchit, a perennially cheerful, poor person who makes the
most of what little he has, while Fezziwig is the fizzy embodiment of joy and lavished cheer. Tiny Tim
is the angelic, uncomplaining innocent. These characters show the reader that the poor are deserving
of help and that Christmas should at least be one time when the charitable spirit should prevail.
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Activities
for
children

Before reading

Ideas for getting started
Engaging with the world of the novel

Victorian
England

What was life like for the poor in Victorian times? How did it compare
with the life of the wealthy?
How has the way Christmas is celebrated changed over the years? What might be the
reasons for the changes? Where have our current traditions come from? Why have some
traditions remained while others have been forgotten?
What was London like in the mid-1800s? What did it look like? What facilities were
available to people? What days and hours were people expected to work?
What type of jobs existed then? What were the conditions like?

Debate

Is there such a thing as a ghost?
What is the point of Christmas?
How is Christmas celebrated in your family or school?
How should Christmas be celebrated in your opinion?
Should we concern ourselves with those less fortunate?
Can a person change?
What principles do you live your life by?
How would you like to be remembered?
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Pictures
and objects
Explore a variety of images of Scrooge and ask pupils to consider
what characteristics they share and what the pictures suggest
about the man.
Look at pictures of Christmas celebrations through the ages
and in different areas of the world. Discuss what clues they give
about the people, how they live and what is important to them?
What questions would you like to ask them?

Facts

What was a union workhouse?
What was the Poor Law?
The Victorian Treadmill was a punishment rather than a piece of
exercise equipment. Find out what it was.
What is the definition of redemption?
Find out ten facts about Charles Dickens and discover which
other novels he wrote. Do the facts influence your opinion of
him in any way?
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During reading

Stopping places

1

Developing understanding of narrative and literary techniques
Read to the end of Stave I
Marley’s Ghost
Focus on...

• Presentation of Scrooge
• Ideas and messages of the novel

Things to discuss
Themes: Explore how Dickens presents Scrooge in this chapter. In what
ways does his appearance match his personality?
Why do you think Scrooge is like he is?
What purpose does Scrooge’s nephew have in the story? What reasons
might he have for persisting with Scrooge?
How is Marley’s Ghost presented? What might Marley’s ghost represent?
Describe the effect the ghost has upon Scrooge.
How are Marley and Scrooge shown to be alike? Why has the author done
this?
What do you think Scrooge is feeling at the end of this chapter? Has he
changed in anyway? Do you think Scrooge is likely to change? Are there
any clues in this chapter that suggest he might? How might he change?
Would you like him to change? For what reasons?
Is Scrooge right to be fearful? What is there to be scared of? What are your
feelings towards Scrooge at the end of the chapter?
Setting: What sort of world does Dickens create in this first chapter? How
far does Scrooge fit in with this world? How do Scrooge’s values compare
with those around him? Is this shown to be a good or bad thing?
How does the weather reflect Scrooge’s personality?
As Scrooge walks home, the reader gets an opportunity to view the streets
of London. What impressions do you get of life there? Does it seem a fair
place?
Look at the way Scrooge’s home is described.
What more do you learn about Scrooge?
What might the ‘darkness’ in his home symbolise?
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Narrator: How would you describe the narrator’s voice in this novel?
Structure: In the conversation between Scrooge and his clerk, why do we not hear directly what the
clerk has to say?
Language: Dickens uses the semantic field of ‘cold’ to describe Scrooge’s physical features.
Highlight any words he uses associated with ‘cold’ and discuss how they help to portray Scrooge’s
personal qualities. What words can you find that are related to the idea of death? Why do you think
Dickens includes this type of imagery?
Symbolism: What do Marley’s chains and the items hanging on them signify?
Author’s Viewpoint: How do you think the author views Scrooge and his beliefs?
Who did you side with as you read the first chapter?
Story: What kind of story do you think this is going to be? What messages do you think Charles
Dickens is trying to convey to the reader? Do you agree with these messages?
Did anything scare or unsettle you?
How did you feel when you heard Marley’s chains?
What are your thoughts and feelings at the end of this chapter?

You could...
Note down any use of contrast as you read the novel and discuss what purpose it serves.
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2

Read to the end of Stave 2
The First of the Three Spirits
Focus on...

• The beginnings of change in Scrooge
• The reader’s changing feelings towards Scrooge
• The presentation of the Ghost of Christmas Past

Things to discuss
Character: Why did the author choose to describe the Ghost of Christmas
Past the way he did? What did you read into the way he looked?
Were you surprised by any of Scrooge’s reactions to the glimpses of his
past? What did it reveal about him?
What did you think of Scrooge’s past? Which scene affected you most?
Did it change the way you felt about him as a character? If so, how?
Setting: Scrooge is bewildered about the time of day at the beginning of
the chapter. What does this suggest about the world he is entering?
Look at the Fezziwig Christmas scene again and discuss what kind of
atmosphere is created and how. What values and beliefs are shown here?
How does the author feel about this scene?
Language: What do you consider to be the saddest sentence or image in
this chapter and why?
Story: The chapter shows some significant times in Scrooge’s life, but we
do not know for certain what happened in between. Look at some of the
hints Dickens supplies and discuss what you think could have happened.

You could...
Look into your own past and consider what might be the three most
significant moments in your life so far. Talk or write about one, explaining
why it was important to you.
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3

Read to the end of Stave 3
The Second of the Three Spirits
Focus on...

• The presentation of the Ghost of
Christmas Present
• The presentation of Christmas

Things to discuss
Character: How does Dickens present the Ghost of Christmas Present?
What imagery does he use? Why do you think he chose to present him in
this way? What might he symbolise?
What more do you learn about Scrooge in this chapter? How do you feel
about him at the end of the chapter? How do you imagine he is feeling at
this point in the novel?
What do you think of Scrooge’s nephew’s attitude towards his uncle,
particularly ‘His offences carry their own punishment’? Do you agree with
him?
Setting: Look at the imagery used to describe the different landscapes and
settings in this section. What do they suggest about each environment?
What is the attitude to Christmas shown by all the people they observe?
What is the Ghost of Christmas Present trying to teach Scrooge by visiting
all the different places?
How is the Cratchit household presented? Do you like them?
Language: Look at the sentence construction when Dickens describes the
preparations for Christmas dinner at the Cratchits’ house. What do you
notice about it and what atmosphere is created as a result? Find other
examples of this sentence construction in the chapter and discuss how and
why he uses it in those places.
Why do ‘Ignorance’ and ‘Want’ have capital letters?
Why do you think Dickens finished the chapter with the little boy, Ignorance,
and the girl, Want?
Prediction: What do you think the Ghost of Christmas Future is going to
show Scrooge? How do you feel about this ghost from the one sentence
ending the chapter?

You could...
Make notes on the presentation of all the ghosts that appear in the novel,
Scrooge’s reactions to each one and your reactions to Scrooge at each point.
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4

Read to the end of Stave 4
The Last of the Spirits
Focus on...

• Dickens’ use of structure and language
• The presentation of the Ghost of
Christmas Yet to Come

Things to discuss

Character: How does Dickens present the Ghost of Christmas Yet to
Come? Why do you think the Ghost does not speak?
How is Scrooge presented in this chapter? Why should seeing his own
death shock him so?
How does Scrooge’s relationship with this ghost differ from the other two?
What do Scrooge’s plundered objects (‘A seal or two, a pencil case, a pair
of sleeve-buttons, and a brooch of no great value...’) suggest about his life
and his feelings? Who do you think the brooch belonged to and why did
he keep it?
Structure: At what point in the chapter did you guess the dead person was
Scrooge? How did you know? Why do you think Dickens chose not to
reveal the identity until the end of the chapter?
Language: Dickens describes the dead body as ‘...plundered and bereft,
unwatched, unwept, uncared for...’. What does the repetition of the prefix
‘un-’ suggest to you about the body? Why do you think Dickens chose to
use this prefix rather than other words that mean the same thing?
Story: What did you think of this section of the story?

You could...
Write down what you think is going to happen in the final chapter and
compare your predictions with others in the class.
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5

Read to the end of the novel
Focus on...

• How the novel ends
• Your response to the novel as a whole

Things to discuss

Character: If Dickens meant each character to symbolise a human ‘quality’,
what might the characters of Scrooge, Fred and Tiny Tim represent?
Do you think the ghosts are real? What else might they be?
Which was your favourite ghost and why?
What kind of information does Dickens provide about Scrooge? Do you
learn anything of his feelings or just factual information? What effect does it
have on your relationship with the character?
What imagery is associated with Scrooge?
How did you feel about Scrooge at the end of the novel?
Language: There are lots of similes used in the novel. How do they affect
the tone? Pick a simile you liked and explain why. What did the simile
suggest about the thing it was being compared to?
Narrative: The narrator is sometimes humorous and sometimes scathing.
Find examples of both and discuss what they suggest about the narrator’s
viewpoint of events and people.
Themes: What do you think the themes of the novel are? Organise the
themes in order of importance and discuss the reasons behind your choices.
Which theme has most meaning for your life?
Story: The novel ends optimistically. Why did Dickens choose to end the
novel this way? Was this an appropriate ending?
Dickens uses the phrase ‘Once upon a time...’ in Chapter 1. How far is A
Christmas Carol a fairy story? What are the purposes of fairy stories?
In what ways is A Christmas Carol a protest novel?
Which section of the story did you enjoy most? Was there anything you
disliked?
At what points in the story did you find yourself most moved by what you
were reading?
After reading A Christmas Carol, Robert Louis Stevenson wrote, ‘...I have
cried my eyes out, and had a terrible fight not to sob...and I feel so good
after them - I shall do good and lose no time - I want to go out and comfort
someone - I shall give money...’. Has the novel influenced you in any way?
How?
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After reading

Create & imagine

Developing a personal response to the novel

Colourful caricatures
Dickens is famous for creating memorable characters in his novels such as Uriah Heep, Miss
Havisham, The Artful Dodger, Gradgrind, and Fagin. Find out which novels these characters
appeared in and what qualities they were known for. You might be able to find various
drawings of these characters.
Experiment with creating your own caricature. Start by thinking of a type of person or an
attribute that you would like to exaggerate and mock. Create and develop a character and
give them a Dickens’ style name to reflect his or her personality. Now think about drawing
your character to bring it to life. What might they look like? How they might they act? What
might they say and how might they say it? You may want to extend this idea further by
developing a comic-strip or storyboard.

Global celebrations
Working in groups, find out about the different types of
festivals and celebrations that take place around the world
throughout the year. Investigate, in more detail, a festival
or celebration you would like to know more about and
display findings in a medium of your choice.
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A modern
Christmas Carol
The ideas and themes behind A Christmas Carol are as pertinent
today as they were over 150 years ago. It has been updated by
others before, but now it is your turn to retell the story. Who
would be your modern day Scrooge? Where would he or she
work? Where would you set your story?

Ghostly
transformation
Choose three words to describe a character at the beginning of a story and
three contrasting words to describe them at the end. Use this as a framework
to develop a story of your own. Your character should start the story as one
person, undergo a dramatic transformation and end the story as a different
person. This transformation could be the result of the visit of a ghost,
or another event. Develop your ideas into a script or an improvisation.
Rehearse and share your finished work with an audience.
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Memorable quotes
There is nothing in the world so irresistibly contagious as laughter and
good humour.
‘I wear the chain I forged in life....I made it link by link, and yard by yard;
I girded it on of my own free will, and of my own free will I wore it.’
‘No space of regret can make amends for one life’s opportunity misused.’
‘ This boy is Ignorance and this girl is Want. Beware them both, and all
of their degree, but most of all beware this boy for on his brow I see that
written which is Doom, unless the writing be erased.’
He went to the church, and walked about the streets, and watched the
people hurrying to and fro, and patted the children on the head, and
questioned beggars, and looked down into the kitchens of homes, and
up to the windows, and found that everything could yield him pleasure.
He had never dreamed of any walk, that anything, could give him so
much happiness.

‘Bah,’ said Scrooge, ‘Humbug.’
‘And therefore, Uncle, though it has never put a scrap of gold
or silver in my pocket, I believe that (Christmas) has done me
good, and will do me good; and I say, God bless it!’
‘You fear the world too much,’ she answered gently. ‘All your
other hopes have merged into the hope of being beyond
the chance of its sordid reproach. I have seen your nobler
aspirations fall off, one by one, until the master passion, Gain,
engrosses you. Have I not?’
He was conscious of a thousand odours floating in the air, each
one connected with a thousand thoughts, and hopes, and joys,
and cares, long, long, forgotten.
Really, for a man who had been out of practice for so many
years it was a splendid laugh!
Yes! And the bedpost was his own. The bed was his own, the
room was his own. Best and happiest of all, the Time before
him was his own, to make amends in!
‘I will honour Christmas in my heart, and try to keep it all the
year. I will live in the Past, the Present, and the Future. The
Spirits of all Three shall strive within me. I will not shut out the
lessons that they teach!’

‘And it was always said of him, that he knew
how to keep Christmas well, if any man alive
possessed the knowledge. May that be truly
said of us, and all of us! And so, as Tiny Tim
observed, God bless Us, Every One!’

‘A perfect book to dip in to, to get a first taste of Dickens. It’s
short. It’s easy to read. And although you may think you know the
story, it may still surprise you. There have been many film and
television versions of ‘A Christmas Carol’ (my own favourite,
I’m afraid, was the one with the Muppets) but none of them have
quite captured the energy and the passion of the book itself.’
Anthony Horowitz, Author
‘I have endeavoured in this Ghostly little book, to raise the
Ghost of an Idea, which shall not put my readers out of humour
with themselves, with each other, with the season, or with me.
May it haunt their house pleasantly, and no one wish to lay it.’
Charles Dickens, Preface to A Christmas Carol
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